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Students & Barbers Have
Possible Misunderstanding

1

•

' •

Three weeks ago a Hope student entered a local barbershop
and asked the barber for a haircut. The barber replied that his
shop was full and that the student would have to wait. Interpreting the barber's hurried reply
as a refusal to cut his hair, the
student returned to the dorm with
hurt and confusion in his heart.
This experience happened to a
newly arrived African student because of a possible misunderstanding on the part of the barber and the student. Being new
to the country the African was
not aware of the customs of a
crowded barbershop and possibly
had misinterpreted the barber's
words, "the shop is full."
To ascertain if this barber did
actually practice discrimination
the African student returned to
the barbershop with an African
friend a week later. Both students
received haircuts without incident.
Names of the students and barbershop were omitted to protect
the students who do not want to
start an unfounded controversy
and to maintain the integrity of
the barbershop which does cut all
men's hair.
About 20 years ago a Negro
attending the seminary had trouble getting a haircut here in town.
However, since the late 1940's
when a no-discrimination law was
passed under Gov. Soapy Wil-

Dimnent Chapel
Scene of Vespers
Sunday afternoon the 400th
Anniversary of the 1562 Genevan
Psalter will be observed at the
annual Homecoming Vesper Service held in the Hope College
Chapel at 3:00 p.m.
The order of worship was a r ranged by the class "Music of
the Church" in an attempt to
point out the historical significance of Psalm hymnody in the
spirit of the Protestant Reformers and Huguenots.
A brass quartet led by Robert
Cecil will play Psalm tunes from
the Chapel Tower preceding the
service. The service will then
commence with an introit followed by a processional of the combined Chapel and Chancel Choirs
under the direction of Dr. Robert
Cavanaugh. During the Vesper
Service the combined choirs (over
200 strong) will sing four Psalm
anthems. Dr. Bastian Kruithof,
associate professor of Bible at
Hope College, will give a short
meditation, "From Misery to
Grandeur."
The historical significance of
the 1562 Genevan Psalter goes
back to the Protestant Reformation, the Reformers seeking to
provide metrical paraphrases of
the psalms for congregation singing. John Calvin recognized the
power of melody in making tests
vital and memorable; through his
influence, if not direct editorship,
the first French Psalter was prepared in Strassburg in 1539.
From the outset, tunes were
provided f o r the stanzas, and
subsequent editions of the Psalter in French (culminating in the
Genevan Psalter of 1562) greatly
influenced the Lutheran chorales
and were reflected in the early
Dutch, English, and Scottish metrical psalters.

1st Semester
Social Pro

liams, Negro students have had
no trouble, according to the administration.
Interested in the position of
most of the barbers in town, the
anchor contacted nine shops with
the following results:
1) Yes, we cut Negro's hair:
Altena, 172 W. 13th St.; Henry's,
122 Essenburg Ct.;Lokers, 139 E.
Main, Zeeland; Ray's, 17 W. 16th
St.; John Visser, 210 Columbia;
Chuck's, 212 College; and White
Cross, 198 River Ave.
2) No, we do not cut Negro's
hair: Washington Square, 451
Washington Square, and Luke
Kuna, 187 River Ave.

For Freshmen
"The freshman class, as a body,
has been put on social probation
for the duration of the first semester," announced Dr. James Harvey, Dean of Students, on Tuesday.

m
i

This penalty means that the
class can hold no social functions
during the probation period.
After being specifically warned against mass demonstrations
a t a class meeting earlier this
year, the class showed high and
unruly spirits during the week
before the Pull. Approximately
200 members of the class ran
through the Park Theatre, the
three largest women's dormitories, and Van Zoeren Library, singimg and cheering.

Clinic Asks
Students To

In the library a large potted
plant was knocked over and broken as a freshman girl careened
into it.

Get Flu Shots
The U.S. Department of Public
Health expects a serious nation
wide epidemic of the Asian flu
soon a f t e r the first of 1963 or
middle of January. ,
The local health department
recommencls that students and especially teachers should receive
the shots now to provide ample
immunity when the epidemic time
arrives.
It recommended that a person
receive 2 shots, the first shot now
(in October) and the second shot
after 2 months (in December).
This will give immunity to Asian
and ordinary flu for the period of
12 months. A repeat shot, lee,
booster is recommended every 12
months to provide year-around
protection. (Or as directed by a
doctor.) If flu shots were had last
year only one shot is needed this
year, however, 2 shots will not
harm.
. ^
.
Side effects from the shots are
not frequent. However, rarely one
may suffer light sniffles or symptoms of the flu. If these symptoms
persist a doctor should be contacted. It IS NOT recommended
to have a flu shot when sick with
a cold.
Dr. Vander Velde, college physician, reported that there is e nough flu vaccine for all students
and teachers (for teachers only,
not their families) to have 2 shots.
The shots are available to the
students and teachers at the cost
of 75 cents per shot. The price
was raised to 75 cents, because
the clinic is now using a disposable plastic one-shot needle, adding to the sanitation of the needles used. Over 150 students have
received the shots.
It is very important to obtain
flu shots now to build up immunity to the flu by late December
of this year. P.S. They (the
shots) don't hurt—I had one.

"In view of all these incidents,
and in view of the fact they were
duly warned, we feel this penalty
should • be assessed," said Dean
Harvey. "We admire the spirit
that the freshmen have shown
and are sorry that it got out of
hand."

Vienna Offers
QUEEN OF THE HOMECOMING—Senior Sakiko Kanamori last
night was crowned homecoming queen of 1962 at ceremonies in
Kollen Park.

Sakiko Kanamori Crowned
Queen Of 1962 Homecoming
Taking the alumni back to
memorable moments and creating
some moments to remember for
the present student body is the
goal of this year's Homecoming
celebration.
The first "moment to remember" was the coronation last night
of our queen, Sakiko Kanamori,
a 23-year old senior from Kochi
City, Japan. Members of her court
are Mary Berghorst, Zeeland, Michigan; Linda Selander, Chicago,
Illinois; Karen Voskuil, Baldwin,
Wisconsin; Pat Decker, Grand
Rapids, Michigan; Sally Kooistra,
Grand Rapids, Michigan; Anita
Awad, the Philippines; Jeanne
Frissel, Holland, Michigan.
This afternoon at 4:00 p.m.
fraternity house and dorm decorations will be judged. Float
building will continue up to parade time tomorrow. Starting at
10:30 a.m. floats and bands will
parade down Eigth Street from
the Civic Center to Columbia Avenue and then to Riverview Park.

Seminars To Start Sunday
"Church and World" is the
theme of the seminar which will
be held Sunday a t 8:30 p.m. in
the Commons of the Seminary.
This seminar is the first of six
seminars sponsored by Hope College and Western Seminary with
the intent to relate Christian faith
to the world today.
Presenting the subject, "Christianity in the World of Business
and Industry," will be a panel

composed of William R. Hoffmeyer of General Electric, Donald G. Rector of Sears Roebuck,
John Nordstrom of the seminary
and Gerry Wolf of Hope College,
with Prof. Earl Hall of Hope as
moderator.
Following the panel discussion,
the audience will have opportunr
ity to participate. Coffee and
cookies will be served.

At half-time of the Hope-Olivet
football game, scheduled for 2:00
p.m. in Riverview Park, the homecoming queen and her court will
be presented. Queet Sakiko Kanamori will announce the winners
of the float and house decoration
contests.
Dormitories, cottages, and f r a t ernity houses will open their
doors to alumni and friends following the game. Beginning at
5:00 p.m. in the Phelps Hall dining room will be the annual Alumni Buffet Supper. Department reunions will be held in various
places on campus from 7 until 9
o'clock.
The Homecoming Ball will f e a ture the over-all weekend theme,
''Moments to Remember." Dancing will begin at 8:30 p.m. at the
Civic Center.
The annual Homecoming Vesper Services will be held Sunday
afternoon at 3:00 p.m. in Dimnent
Memorial Chapel.
Co-chairmen of Homecoming
are Senior Judy De Ryke of
Grand Rapids and Senior Darell
Schregardus from Modesto, California.

Index
Page 2: Report from Berlin
Page 6: Reviews and Columns
Page 8: Preview of tomorrow'B
Homecoming game against Olivet College.

Spring Study
Second Semester
Application period for spring
semester study programs conducted at the universities of Vienna and Freiburg, Germany, by
the Institute of European Studies
will open officially on Monday,
Oct. 8.
Currently studying in Europe
are Hope juniors David Mouw,
Marge Bundschuh, Sharon Spencer, LeAnn Ridderhoff, and Tom
Pool. This is the fall term of
the same program as Hope College Vienna Summer School.
Each program includes formal
classes, lectures, seminars and
field study in Europe, and is designed to fulfill usual course requirements at its academic level.
The program at the University
of Vienna will admit those with
a sophomore or junior standing
as of February 2, 1963. It will
combine English-taught liberal
arts and general studies courses,
intensive courses taught in German for those competent in that
language, and supplementary lectures and seminars.
The "Das Deutsche Semester"
program at the University of
Freiburg is intended only for juniors. It will stress political science, German language study,
German philosophy and literature, and European history. All
classes will be taught in German.
Each course requires a C-plus
college average. The application
period will close next December
10. Students will sail for Europe
from New York February 2.
F o r more information on this
program, see Dr. Paul Fried of
the History Department.
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Student Leaders"
Attend Seminars

\

yon College in cooperation with
Oberlin and the College of Wooster.

F o u r Hope students last weekend traveled to Wooster, Ohio,
to represent Hope College in the
The Hope delegates voted in
annual "student leaders' conferfavor of the magazine. In the
ence" of t h e Great Lakes College
coming three months, a board of
Association. Attending the twoHope students and faculty will
day seminar were student counreview any materials which this
cil officers Rick Brandsma, and
school may submit f o r publicaLynn Adams, social representation. Whether this will concur
tive Paul Ransford, and publicawith the Opus board or f o r m septions delegate, Linda Walvoord.
arately remains indefinite. AnGreat Lakes College Associanouncements will be made of
tion is an academic organization
deadlines and specification f o r inof twelve top-ranking Midwest
terested students. Reprints f r o m
colleges including three states
Opus will be allowed.
V-J-'
S
:-i !!;?:;
:
and 17,000 students. Member
Other suggestions concerned
schools include Albion, Kalamaexchanging tapes of outstanding
OLD AND NEW — New buildings surround an o Id cathedral in the western sector of Berlin.
zoo and Hope colleges f r o m Michpjio^rams between F.M. radio
igan, DePauw University, Wabstations; Kenyon College added
ash College and Earlham College
t h a t it would negotiate "remote
f r o m Indiana, and f r o m Ohio,Anhook-up" service f o r interested
tioch College, Kenyon College,
schools.
Oberlin College, Ohio Wesleyan
Possibilities explored in the
University, and the College of
social field included "big-name"
Wooster.
Allied access «o West Berlin
sector. I t was 9:00 and without
entertainment obtained on a coby David Mouw
About f o r t y students attended
is guaranteed, although the Rusany E a s t German currency, I
op plan. Block tours might be
the conference, which centered
(David Mouw is a junior studysians may t r y to test this again
actually had quite a lot of diffi- on three areas of student life:
arranged by several schools
ing this fall semester in Vienna.
in the near future. The present
culty finding my way into the
through an agency, making the
student government, communicaThis first of three articles tells
access consists of bus, air, and
Western sector. One of the many
offer attractive both to the
tions, and activities. The purpose
his (first impressions of West Bertrain travel t o and f r o m the city.
surprisingly friendly E a s t Gerschools and performers.
of the seminars was to discover
Because
m
y
point
of
departure
mans
I
met
loaned,
or
rather,
lin which he visited two weeks
All these proposals r e s t now
common ground f o r experiment
was Vienna, Austria, and because
gave me, twenty pfennig to buy
ago.)
primarily in the hands of studand cooperation among member
the air and bus access points
a ticket f o r the S Bahn (elevated
ents; beyond, this, t h e GLCA
schools.
As I begin this article, two
originate f r o m West Germany, an
railway system) to the FriedBoard of Directors expores avenIn the publication area, plans
weeks have elapsed since my one
eleven hour train trip through
richstrasse crossing. I guess t h a t
ues of academic development and
materialized for a literary journweek stay in Berlin.
Czechoslovokia and the German
like a typical American, m y first
experiment. Dr. Eldon L. Johnal t o be published by the twelve
Realizing t h a t in the last two
Democratic Republic was the
feeling on being alone in East
son, president of the Association,
schools. The magazine would apyears there has been a considermost advisable way to make the
Berlin was, "Get out while the
addressed delegates on Friday
pear
yearly
or
each
semester,
and
able number of Hope students
trip.
getting is good."
evening, having just returned
would contain outstanding creawho have made either a brief or
The day of travel was pepAs anyone who has been to
f r o m South America. Here the
tive pieces, academic material,
extended visit to this hot spot
pered with border checks and
West Berlin will readily relate,
Association is investigating the
and substantiated opinions.
in the cold war struggle, it is
money registrations. Since the
this island city must rate as one
establishment of a cooperative
Each member school will submy goal to attempt, possibly with
western world, including neutralof the greatest pieces of f r e e
South American foreign study
mit selected materials of student
the near at hand comments or
ist Austria, doesn't recognize the
world capitalism. Streets lined
program.
or faculty contribution for r e criticism of the other Berlin visE a s t German government, one
with modern skyscrapers, boomIn addition to foreign study
view by the centtral editorial
itors, to give to you the impresof the travel difficulties is securing shopping areas, and an unlistprograms,
emphasis of the Board
board. Each year three nearby
sons t h a t today's visitor to Berlin
ing a visa to pass through East
ed variety of entertainment of
of Directors include programs f o r
schools will take charge of editcan so easily leave resting in t h e
Germany. F o r me, this was taken
all types make the city a* thrill
visiting professorships, faculty
ing responsibilities. The date f o r
back of his mind. I hope that the
care of at the border, but a f t e r
to visit if only f o r a good shopdevelopment, research f u n d s and
the
first
issue,
scheduled
f
o
r
May,
several days of unlimited travel
a period of explaining and quesping trip, K u r f u r s t e n d a m m S t r a s cultural exchange.
1963, will be published by Kenwhich I did on the eastern side
tioning. When the train pulled
se, the main shopping street,
of the Berlin wall can add a new
into the E a s t Bahnhof in the
is world famous for evening strolls
To reserve a car for homecoming . .
dimension to your "newspaper"
heart of E a s t Berlin, my only
by visitors. The beauty of the Zoopicture of the Berlin crisis.
traveling companion on the f o u r Call EX 4-8583
logical Gardens and the parks
Today the former German c a p car train was an East German
with their monuments dedicated
Hertz rents new Chevrolets and other fine M P W W
ital lies in the middle of t h e
F r a u who was visiting friends in
to the past and f u t u r e provide
cars
by the hour, day, weekend or week. HERTZ
German Democratic Republic,
East Berlin.
just enough contrast to make the
BtNJ A CAH
(the East German Communist
l « t HERTZ p u t v o a i n t h e d r i v e r ' s s e a t l i
My arrival was one of my first
city beautiful. To the superficial
regime headed by Walter U l surprises. I was in East Berlin,
eye or the one day visitor, BerTo Reserve A Car For Any Occasion
bricht). West Berlin, the f r e e but nobody was hustling me to
lin may give the impression t h a t
Stop in At 234 Central Or Caii EX 4 - 8 5 8 3
world's island is now located exthe border to get me out. To my
it is a city filled with cultural
actly 112.5 miles deep in the
knowledge, I could have stayed
( C o n t i n u e d ^ Page 6)
communist block.
almost indefinitely in the Eastern
The years since the end of the
war have brought a variety of
crises to the Berlin situation, in
eluding the air lift of 1949; b u t
at no time in the history of the
Three 14-inch PIZZAS
. sore spot has Berlin occupied
much more attention than in the
SENIOR PORTRAITS
last year since the E a s t German
government, or should one say,
535 Douglas Avenue
Moscow, saw fit to erect the wall
on August 13, 1961.
EX 4-4972
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Impressions of "Hot Bed" West Berlin
Related Following Visit Two Weeks Ago

After the Homcoming Game

Holland Illustrated Photographer

— Free Delivery —

*500

TED JUNGBLUT Jr.

VON-INS

PIZZA WAGON
Coral Gables' of Saugatuck

EX 6-5632

IL FORNO
•

• RESTAURANT • •

Fine Foods

Gourmet Table

Open Daily Except Monday — 5:00 p.m. - 2:00 a.m.
Sunday — 1:00 p.m. - 10:00 p.m.

you get the mode/..
We have the
GRUMBACHER
Colors
ARTIST SUPPLIES

Picture Framing
QUALITY FLOOR and PAINT
178 River Ave.
EX 6-3066

—also specializing in—

IL FORNO PIZZA

"The name that made PIZZA famous in Lansing'
•

COMPLETE TAKE OUT SERVICE

•

* Private Parties * Banquets * Receptions

HOTEL SAUGATUCK
Saugatuck, Mich.

WESTERN MICHIGAN'S LARGEST
GREETING CARD DEPARTMENT
Featuring Contemporary and Studio Cards
• Ring Books — Papers — Pens
''EVERYTHING FOR SCHOOL"
Downtown — Next to Penne/s

At our River Avenue Store
New and Used Typewriters — Rentals
Expert Repair Service
' Save 20% On All Portable Typewriters
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P & M Season Coupons
On Sale In Van Raalte
For those addicts of Palette
and Masque productions who
would be interested in saving
money on their favorite sport,
season coupons are now being
sold a t reduced rates by Little
Theatre.

v

The coupons are good for six
iadmissions - either single or in
groups - and may be purchased
f o r five dollars. The usual admission is one dollar for each
show.
To obtain a sure seat for the

HERFST
STUDIO AND PHOTO SUPPLY

One Place to go for
PORTRAITS
PICTURE FRAMES
CAMERAS
PROJECTORS
FILMS
PHOTO FINISHING

'• •

Xmas Seminar
Invites Students
To Puerto Rico ~

i

.

upcoming plays, wise couponholders will make reservations in
advance of the productions. Just
two weeks from now, P & M will
present Noel Coward's fantasycomedy Blithe Spirit D. P. Karsten, theatre director, has cast
Nancy Rees as Ruth Condomine;
Doug McCullough as . Charles
Condomine; Sue Atkinson as Elvira; Jennifer McGilvray as
Edith; John VerSfceg as Dr.
Bradman; Billie Chain as Mrs.
Bradman; Virginia Mortenson as
Madame Arcati.
Season Coupons will enable the
holder to view, in addition to
Blithe Spirit, Maxwell Anderson's
Winterset in December, Jean Anouilh's Thieves' Carnival in January, Friedrich von Schiller's
Maria Stuart in February, Michael Gazzo's A Hatful of Rain in
March, Ketti Frings' Look Homeward, Angel in May, and a Children's Theatre Production in April.
These season tickets will go on
sale next Monday,. Oct. 15, in
Van Raalte. They can also be
purchased from Tom Costing,
president; Nancy Rees, vice-president; Marge Kreiger, secretarytreasurer, or any other member
of P & M .
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FOR YOUR
, NEW FOOTWEAR NEEDS
TRY

Phone EX 2-2664

BORRS

We Give S&H Green Stamps

7 West 8th St.
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WELL FIT CLOSET—Meditation Chapel on the ground floor of
Graves Hall was dedicated last weekend.

"Little" Chapel Dedicated
In Memory Of Dr. Sehoon
"When you pray, go into a
room by yourself . . . and pray
to your Father who is there in
the secret place."
These words expressed the
theme for the dedication of the
Henry Schoon Memorial Chapel
held last Sunday afternoon at
4:00 p.m.
Representative students, faculty, and administration members
participated in the service held in
the meditation chapel itself, which
is located on the ground floor of
Graves. Following a memorial to
the Rev. Schoon by the Rev. Arthur Jentz, Jr., SCA Chairman
Lynn VandeBunte accepted the.

chapel on behalf of the students
of Hope College. The formal dedication closed with a meditation
by the Rev. Allen B. Cook, college pastor.
Rev. Schoon served Hope College as Professor of Greek and
German and as Dean of the
Chapel from 1946 until his passing away in 1954.
Booklets describing the complete dedication service will be
available to all students in the
rear of the chapel.
Copies of the Scriptures and
various devotional books for use
in the meditation chapel will be
kept in the SCA Office.

COPYRIOHT © I N I . THt COCA-COLA COMPANY. COCA-COLA AND COKE ARC REQItTCRCO TRAOCMAUKS

Scholarships

9:30 A.M.—College class at the parsonage (99 W . 11 th).
Dr. D. Ivan Dykstra, teacher.

Given To

9:30 and 11:00 A.M.—Morning worship. The Chancel Choir
sings at 11:00. Mr. Hillegonds will preach at both
services.

Music Students

7:00 P.M.—School of Christian Living in the Parish Hall.
The college group will have as its guest Dr. David
Powell who will lead a discussion on the "Mississippi
• Crisis."
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DRY CLEANING
20%
DISCOUNT
CASH & CARRY
TROUSERS — PLAIN SKIRTS —SWEATERS

59c Cash & Carry
SUITS — PLAIN DRESSES — TOP COATS

$1.19 Cash & Carry

IDEAL CLEANERS
Car. College and 6th St.
P.S. — Shirts Beautifully Laundered

By Darlene Bentz
Would you like to spend four
days in sunny Puerto Rico? .
The Inter-American University
of San German, Puerto Rico, in
co-operation with the Association
of International Relations Clubs,
invites interested college students
from the United States and Canada to participate in the First
. Annual Christmas Seminar on
National and World Affairs to
be held at that university from
December 19th - 22nd.
The four-year Seminar begins
with registration on the 19th at
Inter-American University. Participants will travel on a chartered airplane of a major airline
and will be met upon arrival in
San German.
Activities under the theme
"Puerto Rico: An Example of Social Evolution in Emerging Areas" involve talks by such noted
individuals as Professor Hans
Morgenthau of the University of
Chicago, Mr. Luis Ferre, industrialist, Dr. Carlos Lastra, P. R.
Secretary of Commerce, Dr. Irving Pflaum, author and lecturer,
and Dr. Ronald C. Bauer, IAU
president.
Among the tours the participants will visit a sugar refinery,
historical shrines, Porta Coeli
(oldest church in the West) and
many other points of interest.
In addition, the adventure will
include a visit and luncheon in
a Puerto Rican home, a hotel
patio dance with genuine Puerto
Rican music, and an art exhibit
by Island artists.
The complete trip, including
room and board, tours, round trip
transportation between New York
City and San German, is being
offered at the special rate of
$125 per person. However, the
tour is limited to 150 persons
and reservations should be made
early.
For any additional information
see Jim MacDowell, president of
Hope's IRC and director of the
seminar for US and Canada.
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BETWEEN HALVES...

get that refreshing new feeling
with Coke! COCA-COLA
BOTTLING COMPANY
Bottled under authority of
TIm Coce-Cola Compeny by

Grand Rapids, Michigan

Every year the Music Department presents an honors recital
of the top music scholarship winners.
Four freshmen who received
the Arendshorst Music Scholarship in piano, voice, organ, and
instrument, and four upperclassmen who received the junior-senior scholarship in the same areas,
were in this year's honor recital
held on Tuesday, October 9, at
8:15 p.m. in Dimnent Memorial
Chapel.
This year's freshmen winners
are Cheryl Richardson, Scotia,
New York, in organ; Katharine
Lenel, Rensellaer, New York, in
voice; Robert Formsma, Zeeland,
Michigan, in piano; and Leslie
Clark, Holland, Michigan, in instrument.
The juniors and seniors who
received the awards are Barbara
Fisher, Grand Haven, Michigan,
in instrument; Phyllis Yeager,
Conrad, Montana, in voice; Paul
Lucas, Holland, Michigan, in piano; and Robert Barrows, Pompton Lake, New Jersey, in organ.
These students were chosen as
the most promising in the Music
Department and also on the basis
of auditions held May 1.
The program included pieces
by Bach, Haydn, Mendelssohn,
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LADIES
SMART APPAREL
JEANE'S
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German Industrialist Visits

Dancingo Found To Be

For Three Days on Hope's Campus

A Debatable Question
by Dick Emmert
The question of dancing on
Hope's campus presents itself
annually to the students and to
the administration. Obviously the
question is not black or white;
it would have been settled many
years ago.
Not too many years ago the
question "was "definitely settled"
by the Board of Trustees who
felt a statement of policy was
necessary , because of a variety
of opinions. This policy is simply
that dancing, while it is not permitted on the campus and is
supposed to be discouraged, is
allowed off campus if it is properly chaperoned for those students wishing it.
The plain fact is that, even
though some claim that a majority of students sincerely wish to
have dancing on-campus, the Reformed Church of America owns
and operates Hope College and it
is their privilege, their right and
indeed their duty to lay down
regulations. This is the policy
past and present students have
had to abide by even though
others feel the college is for the
students, many of whom are
legfally adults, and that they
should decide by what rules they
will abide.
"One reason I came to Hope
was because I didn't want to be
bothered with the pettiness of
dancing."
This remark, made by a sophomore, represents the feelings of
a very small minority on the
campus, at least according to this
poll, because the greatest majority of students felt that Hope
College would retain that uniqueness which makes it a Christian
college even if dancing were allowed.
But should dancing be allowed
if there is a segment who do not
believe in dancing, even if they
are in the minority? Many prodancing felt, "As long as they
are not subject to it," or as long
as they have the freedom to decide whether or not to participate, then the majority should
not object to dancing on campus.
On the other hand, non-dancers
felt that this would be a discrimination against them; that they
would not feel easy in a student
union where dancing was allowed (and they did want a
chance to socialize, too!) and
that by their abstention they
would be labeled "squares."
. But then a student union would
hardly be a success without dancing claimed one student who
pointed out the failure of such
an experiment in the Juliana
Room two" years ago. Though
most students felt the majority
should rule they also felt that
the minority, however small, had
certain rights and that these
should be respected; but what the
solution was no one knew!

Otto-Zeno Steffens, managing
director of the Fulda Rubber Tire
Company in Fulda, Germany, and
a vice-president of Goodyear International of Akron, Ohio, has
been spending three days on our
campus as a guest of Dr. Paul
Fried, Chairman of the History
Department and director of the
Vienna Summer School.

"Dancing alone won't make us
a swinging school." "Dancing
while not essential for bolstering
social life, would be an important
factor, but other activities should
be planned, also." These are just
sample answers to the question
"Is dancing on campus necessary
to bolster Hope's social life?"
Many students felt is was not
necessary — but was a major
factor.
A few non-dancing students
were asked if on-campus dancing
would offend them. Half of them
said it would not, while the other
half said it would not if it were
done discreetly and in good taste.
In general the attitude of the
students towards this question
was apathetic. Despite the fact
the greatest majority saw nothing wrong with dancing and were
overwhelmingly in favor of allowing it on campus, this same
majority was more than willing
to retain the status quo in order
that the few non-dancers would
be respected. It would seem then
that the administration and the
Board of Trustees have chosen a
path that, while it is not exactly
what both factions want, it is a
least a path that both sides may
walk down with peace of mind.

Wood's Sculpture and LoveJess's Painting win awards

Mr, Steffens is an old friend
of the Hope College program in
Europe and for several years has
extended the hospitality of his
home and his firm to Hope College students visiting Europe.
In the summer of 1956, when
the first group of Hope students

traveled in Europe with Dr. Fried,
Mr. Steffens not only arranged
a tour of his firm and a luncheon
for the group, but also gave a
party for all the students at his
home and presented each student
with an attractive souvenir of his
visit to Fulda. The same year,
Mr. Steffens also arranged for
the employment of a Hope student, David Van Eenenaam, *57,
as a summer trainee in his firm.

WE NEED YOUR HEAD IN
OUR BUSINESS

POST'S BARBER SHOP
ThfM Borbert
331 Coltogt Avt.
*C~
M

Wood & Loveless in Art Exhibit
Two Hope Art faculty members, Marcia Woed and James
Loveless, have had pieces accepted for exhibit at the West Michigan Art Show, now being held
at the Grand Rapids Art Museum
on Fulton.
This exhibit is one of the largest regional shows, and has been
acclaimed for its fine material.
Out of some 600 entries, only 150

were accepted for showing.
"Late Afternoon," an oil by
Loveless, was awarded the Hefner Award of $50 by Hefner's
Custom Framing. Also pictured
here is Marcia Wood's terra cota,
"Lady with Hat."
Interested students are encouraged to attend the exhibit,
which will be open at the Gallery
until the 28th of this month.

A
FINE
PLACE
TO
DINE

Reflections of Telstar
Remember the picture above? It flashed across your
television screen on a hot night last July. Perhaps
you remember that it originated from France. And
that it reached the U. S. via Telstar, the world's first
private enterprise communications satellite.

success that glowed brightly on the faces of all who

Since that summer night, the Bell System's Telstar
has relayed electronic signals of many types-television broadcasts, telephone calls, news photographs,

These Bell System people, through their talented,
dedicated efforts, make your phone service still better,

and others.
But there's one Telstar reflection you might have
missed. Look into the faces of the Bell System people
below and you'll see i t It is the reflection of Telstar's

shared in the project
Their engineering, administrative and operations
skills created Telstar and are bringing its benefits
down out of the clouds to your living room.

more economical, and more useful.
The reflections of Telstar are many.

Bell Telephone Companies

A Good Hair Style Begins
With A Professional Haircut

get it at

NORTH SIDE

i

Margret's
Lakewood Shopping Plaxa
. 222 N. River Ave.

Phone 392-3372

SOUTH SIDE
ARCADE
BEAUTI LOUNGE
Maplewood Arcade
788 Columbia Ave.

Phone 396-3265

©

Knowledge Of Government
Purpose Of Proposed Club
Hope has traditionally had departmental interest clubs. Recently a group of political science
students indicated an interest in
forming a club in their department.
One of the duties of the responsible citizen is to gain knowledge of his government. That is
why this club is being proposed.
It is hoped that all students majoring in political science will express an interest, but it is stressed that any other interested student or faculty member would be
more than welcome.
(A) What the political science
club would do:
1. Bring a series of speakers
to the campus to discuss the problems of government a t all levels.
2. Allow political science students from the various classes to
meet together to exchange ideas
on the governmental processes.
,3. Encourage students to ma-

jor in political science.
(B) What the political science
club could NOT do:
1. It would not be a partisan
political club. In fact, politics
would be the least important aspect of the club. The only time
partisan politics would be discussed would be in the form of
debates (perhaps between opposing candidates for offices) or of
speakers representing differing
shades of opinion, asked to speak
at consecutive weeks. The club
will be much more interested in
finding out what the City Manager of Holland does; how the
court system in Michigan works;
or how a county board of supervisors goes about its work.
3. It would not tend to compare itself to the IRC but would
plan to deal only with domestic
government. The interest would
be in "How", not necessarily
"Why."

RUSS'
Drive In
o

WEEKEND IN NEW YORK
—Above are pictures of Gerry Wolf, Mike Snyder, Herb
Tillema and Bob Tigelaar
during their weekend in N.Y.
Although losing only 270 to
180 in dress rehearsal for the
G.E. College Bowl against
Lafayette College, the Hope
four were unable to get started, losing the main performance 370 to 15.

Walters To Speak
At Classics Club
Monday evening, Oct. 15, in the
Carley Room of the Van Zoeren
Library, the Classics Club will
hold its first meeting of the 196263 school year.
The club will have as its first
speaker its present faculty coadvisor, Dr. Wolters. He will
show slides and speak about his
recent trip to Rome and Naples.
"The classical tradition is not
dead. The classical tradition handed down to us from Homer and
Virgil will never die as long as
colleges like ours maintain an interest in them and their homelands of Greece and Rome," said
a club spokesman.

Mikle, New Debate Coach,
Makes Plea For New Members
Debate^ for many of us, conjures up visions of geniuses with
a "gift of gab" arguing about
abstruse topics in some out-of
the-way classroom. But nothing
coud be further from the truth.
Debate is a vital, fascinating
science, open to any and all who
are interested in learning to think
logically and critically, according
to Hope's new debate coach, Mr.
M. H. Mikle.
Argumentation, the art of establishing an unbeatable proof
for a proposition, requires that
one be influenced only by facts,
not by preconceived ideas or emotional appeal, Mikle continued.
Mikle is well-qualified as well
as enthusiastic. In 1950-51, his
debate teams from Bowling
Green State University were invited to the National Debate

Tournament at West Point, New
York. His debators have had
great success in Pi Kappa Delta,
the national honorary forensic
fraternity.
The only requirements for debate are a willingness to work
hard and to learn, Mikle says.
No courses are required, and students may join the team without
participating in the class, he continues.
Several speech contests and
tournaments are held each year,
often half a dozen on one weekend. This year, the proposition
for nationwide debate is, "Resolved, that the non-communist
nations of the world should establish an economic community."
Anyone interested is invited to
see Mr. Mikle in Van Raalte 302.

M
oi^vvv

MEN
SEE THE LATEST

TAB COLLAR
Eating out together - is always fun at RUSS'
Car or inside service

SHIRTS BY
ARROW
j f a - c ( w 6 . „ 6 ( / & t y w e e £ . . ,

Also

LOOK
Vogue Restaurant
205 River Avenue

EX 2-2894

Self Serving
New Low Prices
Open Sunday
12 - 12
Closed Wednesdays

JANTZEN SWEATERS
- He-

IVefieeedva

TAYLORS
OF HOLLAND

C A N D I E S

looking For A
Party Dress?

These are the finest, freshest of candies—creams, fruits.

Try

nuts, chewy centers—in rich dark chocolate and smooth

MARGRET'S

milk chocolate. A supply of fresh candies arrives weekly.

Lakewood Shopping Plaza
on N. River Ave.
Open Evenings
Tuesday through Friday

Boxes from 75^

MODEL DRUG STORE
Corner Eighth and River

c.

f
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Notes From The Underground

FEATURES Graves Hall : Old & New
Columnists' Opinions
Review

Journey To Nowhere
"SHIP OF FOOLS," by Katherine Anne Porter, (Little-Brown,
Atlantic. $6.95), describes the journey of the world from nowhere
to nowhere, or as Mark Schorer puts it "from what we have been
to what we will become."
by Dr. Bastian Kruithof
The reading of Katherine Anne
room, and against the German
Porter's best selling novel. Ship
who has married a Jew. It is all
of Fools, sets one to thinking. reminiscent of those fateful years
Any novel that has anything
in which Hitler and his cronies
worthwhile to say should do just
stirred up, not only the blood, but
that. It can be another version
the hatreds that only degenerate
of This Is Your Life.
man can express and t h a t must
end in tears f o r millions.
This book is not pleasant readAs I read the book, I thought
ing, not only because it tells no
of the pilgrimage on which a
rip-roaring story, but also belarge part of the human race
cause it exposes humanity largeis embarked, a pilgrimage fillly on the shadow side. Humanity
ed with selfishness, hostility,
or the inhumanity is presented
pride, ignorance, lust of the
in the form of a shipload of pasflesh, a pilgrimage empty of resengers sailing from Mexico to
ligious and moral convictions
Bremershaven. The ship is the
which alone can make f o r comworld in which all sorts and desmunion and community. It is
criptions of individuals a r e
a strong evidence for original
thrown together to make the best
sin.
or the worst of unavoidable proxMan is always looking for
imity. Friction, jealousies, suspicions, racial pride, anti-Sem- '.something as he journeys to
somewhere or nowhere. Having
itism, class distinction, ignorance,
lost the original sense of destiny
lust, thievery, sentimentalism,
and the meaning of destination
and more are all there.
he has embarked on a Ship of
Cuban students with revoluFools.
tionary tendencies, Spanish danMan's longings have not always been expressed as crassly
cers with a vanishing sense of
morals, two of their rascally chilas this. There have been wanderdren whom one would gladly exers and dreamers in all ages.
change for a mild California
Some of them thought of Utopias,
earthquake, a proud German caplands of nowhere. Others followtain of the ship, a doctor torn beed a gleam that led to little more
tween a religious and moral conthan despair.
cern and a hankering a f t e r a woHappily there have always
man patient who has been exiled
been, there always are, and there
for political reasons, four Amerwill always be those who cherish
icans, each with a past but no
the pilgrimage of Bunyan's
future, among these a couple alChristian and of Mr. Valiant-forways bickering yet drawn togethTruth, who, aware of life's serer, a German who has a Jewish
iousness and loveliness, recognize
wife back home, a senile couple
their divine destiny and approach
slobbering over a dog, a dying
j 0 y their destination where
religious enthusiast who believes a f t e r the crossing of the river all
he has the power of healing, two the trumpets sound on the other
priests whose feet are not beautiful upon the mountains, a large
group of steerage passengers exported because jobless - these
and others make up the Ship of
Fools.
#•

By James Michmerhuizen
So it's all changed—here's a
generation of students who will
never know the old Graves. The
remodelling has left us a building
called Graves, but it's not the
same. Student Aesthetes will
howl at the new rear entrance
and the north stairs; but for my
part I'm not complaining. The
changes have been made and
there cannot be much point in
screeching about Art.
I ran into one of these student
Art-screechers a few weeks before registration. We were
standing near Graves and he soon
turned the conversation to the
remodelling: the lecture room
was corrupt, the metal flight of
steps attached to the north end
was an abomination, the rear entrance was galling, and the whole
affair was a staggering waste of

•

They are all really headed for
nowhere, and they arrive on time.
One act of self denial stands
out. When the two Spanish delinquents throw the German couple's
dog over the railing, a wood carver, whose knives have been taken
away, dives into the sea and
drowns in the attempt at rescue.
It is a sacrifice over which no
tears are spilled.
The anti-Jewish sentiment is
very strong among the passengers. It expresses itself against
one Jew who is forced to eat
alone at a table in the dining

Chapel Roster
Monday - Oct. 15
Dr. Edward Brand
Dept. of English
Tuesday - Oct, 16
Ann Gardner
Dean Overman
Wednesday - Oct. 17
Mr. Ervin Roorda
Westen Seminary
Thursday - O c t 18
Dr. Wallace Jamison
New Brunswick Theological
Seminary
Friday - Oct. 19
Dr. Wallace Jamison

•

•

I stood there for a moment at
the front of Graves, gazing up
at the good gray building. I was
glad that its external appearance,
at least, had changed so little. In
that moment it stood forever,
long after the steel excrescence
of stairs on the north end had
moldered to dust. As it couched
there, quietly digesting its new
insides, I wondered: is it better
in spite of the brick and the
pile of steel?
I think so. Sing praises, o ye
students, for the new plumbing
(so went my thoughts while part
of me remembered wintry dashes
for the chapel men's room). All
ye thirsty ones, drink from the
water coolers — one on every
floor. Raise an anthem, you heretofore homeless student organizations, to your new offices.
I walked in to look it over
again — my last tour of inspection having been three days previous — and found that someone
had thoughtfully installed a coffee vending machine just outside
what was to be the Opus office.
Oi all places — just where it
would be used most.
It cost me a dime to discover
that it was not connected.

*

:

money.
I protested. "I'll admit t h a t
the brick of the rear entrance
there doesn't f i t , " I said, "but in
this case don't you think the
form — the half circle arch on
top — fits in with the rest of
the building?"
"Well anyway they should have
done the attic up there while they
were at it — could've put that
to good use too somehow — no
economy . . ." and he trailed off
into dark mutterings.
Unable to take this seriously
I was about to suggest that Yes
it would have made a perfect
shower room f o r sweaty language lab students, when he turned
to another gripe — the disappearance of the old smoking room
in the basement of VR.
Here we agreed, and parted
with an exchange of assurances
t h a t This Time They Had Gone
Too Far,

AUTOMATIC KLETZ

Weekend Social Chatter
by Carole Timkovich

Around campus, they're wondering:
. . . if fraternities and sororities will have to go
on an all-night crash program to finish their floats;
. . . if one rope could really be THAT long;
. . . if tomorrow will bring a football victory our
way;
. . . if College Bowl was fixed.
KAPPA ETA NU The men of Knickerbocker held
their first meeting of the year on September 23,
followed by three more gatherings at which rush
plans and homecoming were the main items on the
agenda. Knicks held their first house party a f t e r
the Ashland game; entertainment was provided by
Mark Suwyn, Cliff Crocoll, and Jack Melichar.
Kappa Eta Nu fraternity congratulates Mr. and
Mrs. Mark Suwyn on their marriage this summer.
Bob Soodsma on being pinned to Sue Blanchard
of New Jersey, and Bruce Roe on his engagement
to Judy Pessek (Sigma Sigma).
CHI PHI SIGMA Arkies extend their heartiest
congratulations to: the Sophomore pull team, especially to Arcadian members Fred Shanholtzer,
Dean Overman, Carl Dell, Chuck Menning, and
Marty Scholtens; to the brave Arcadians who
made their way to work meetings for float and
houpe decorations; to John Fieldhouse, pinned this
summer to Mary Lou Boer; and the Skip "Elbert"
Watrous, pinned last Saturday to Marcia Sayles.
OMICRON KAPPA EPSILON — SIGMA SIGMA
The joint Frater-Sorosis meeting last Friday featured Julie Blough's "Special Music", a humor
paper by Jim Van Til, serious paper by Jim Van
Dam, "group singing" lead by Ruben Archilla and
Doug Johnson. A floor show was put on by Sorosis
pledges, followed by Julie Alexander's impersonation on "Dogpatch, USA".
Congratulations to F r a t e r s John Meengs, Jerry
Kruger, Jerry Ver Meulen, and Coach Marv Dekker
on the winning pull team. Also, best wishes to John
Van Belois, pinned to Kandee Westover of Grand
Rapids.

KAPPA DELTA CHI A work meeting was held
last Friday, and float progress continued a t a rapid
pace. Plans are being made for the Pledge Dinner,
to be held October 19 at the Macatawa Yacht Club.
New Kappa Chi pledges are Cindy Hill, Ann Hut>
chinson, Diane Richardson, Gayle' Reisard, Dottie
Snyder, Barb Yager, and Jane Zwemer. Fall pledge
captain is Lin Jung.
ALPHA GAMMA PHI Alpha Phi congratulates
and welcomes their new members, Mary Louise
Flikkema, Pat Gleichman, Ruthann Kohlman,
Ellen Kuiper, Norma La Fleur, and Prudy Smith.
Two Alpha Phi members, Ann Gardner and Marti
Workmen, have been chosen to lead the Freshmen
and Sophomore girls in the Nykerk Contest. Their
sisters say, "Congratulations!"
,
PHI KAPPA ALPHA The emphasis this fall for
the men of Cosmopolitan is on organization.
Starting at the top are the officers: president Kurt
Van Gendren; Vice-president Neil Goodrich; Treasurer Tom McNeil, and secretary Gord Kirk. Cochairmen f o r rushing are John Koebel and Bruce
Neckers. In preparation f o r homecoming tomorrow
Ron Venhuizen has been heading the house decorations committee and Dave Stavanger the float
committee.
The Cosmos started the social season with a tea
Sept. 30 f o r all the freshmen girls and house
mothers. This past Sunday, Oct. 7, the Delphi's
were the guests of the Cosmo's at the f r a t house
to watch the G.E. College Bowl. Two of the four
Bowl team members were Cosmos: Gerrit Wolf
and Robert Tigelaar.
Congratulations to Mike Ferrel and Jane Rosema
who were married this summer and to Mr. and
Mrs. Dale Scherhorn on the recent birth of their
son, Jeffery. Recently pinned were John Donne to
Judy DeRyke (Sib), John Koebel to Norrie Vandenberg (Sorosis) and Bud Hoffman to Sheri Burril
(Sorosis).

It's devilishly easy to be nostalgic, of course. The Way Things
Were . . . old Graves, a thing of
squeaks and patches, creaks and
scratches and crumbling sandstone (which if you will look carefully you will notice has been
replaced by lumps of concrete
supposedly molded to look like
the original) . . . the stack
entrance sign exhorting all students to abandon all satchels,
briefcases, purses, gym bags,
overcoats with large pockets,
small suitcases, and large envelopes to the f u r y of the librarian
in the circulation room . . . the
black basement oozing organ
music from its woodwork . . .
and so we remain in this ? ? ? ?
forward present while 0 1 d
Graves, justified and sanctified,
soars haloed and radiant into the
Past.
But you can accomplish just
so much with nostalgia, and
meanwhile the coffee vendor
sticks oddly in my mind. My arty
friend confessed just the other
day that he too had been puzzled
by the appearance of the machine. How could such thoughtfulness — here he was sarcastic—
be, on the part of one so insensitive and beastly as our Remodeller obviously was?
His voice became a conspiratorial whisper. "Do you know
why he put the machine t h e r e ? "
he asked. I confessed I did not,
but supposed that it was simply
as a convenience for students.
"No," he said. "It's a bribe—
a sop to the students, to us critics
who aren't conformists. They
think that now we'll be quiet . . .
contented cows dutifully producing academic milk at exam time
. . . but we won't be quiet, we
won't conform." By this time his
voice had risen to a shout. "We've
outguessed them. We've got them
begging now, see. We'll fight...."
And he went on how They would
fight Them, while I only half
hearing him, thought: I doubt
it. I'd rather think t h a t someone
in charge remembered being
once upon a time a student himself; remembered the cigarettes
and the pipefuls of his young and
well-nigh eternal bull sessions;
remembered the reaching, the
prying, the watchful eye over
the universe for which only the
young are strong enough; the
long ritual of dissatisfaction;
and remembered furthermore and
finally that it had all taken place
in a bath of coffee. "
Sitting down there in the new
Graves we emptied our paper
cups, leisurely, and, leaving the
building, strode through blazing
October to our classes.

West Berlin
(Continued from Page 4)
epicureans whose "eat, drink, and
be .merry" philosophy has been
provoked by the uncertainty in
which they live. But, if this is
p a r t of the Berliner's attitude, it
must be considered only a fraction of his complex personality.
Soon one begins to notice other
things in West Berlin. The street
which was formerly the east-west
axis of the city now has two
different names. On the eastern
side ef the Brandenburg gate
it is called Linden Strasse. As it
passes under the gate, its name
changes to the Strasse des 17
Juli, a date which yearly marks
the. anniversary ef the illfated
revolution on the eastern side
of the wall.
Later one can observe near
the heart of the western center
the ruins of a church bombed
during the war. (see picture) I n stead of rebuilding the ruined
structures, the West Berliners
have left it, and instead have
(Continued to Page 7)

*
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Berlin
(Continued from Page 6)
built two beautiful modern structures on either side of the old
ruin. The new structures are
called the Gedachtniskirche. Each
evening West Berliners pour into the church for a few minutes
of meditation about anything,
but more often than not, about
the threat of communism which
to them is so real.
Something which I thought was
particularly significant here was
the fact, t h a t unlike so many
of the churches I've visited during the past four months, the
Gedachtniskirche was filled by a
large percentage of young people.
It all brings to mind a cartoon
I saw in the New York Times a
few days ago. Pictured are an old
man and his wife in the front pew
of a church. Their faces are filled
with question and surprise while
they listen to the choir singing
as it enters from the back of the
church. The caption was something like, "Do we have a new
choir director this week? I've
never heard such spirited singing." I didn't get it a t first Then
as I looked carefully through the
back door of the church, in the
f a r distance there was fire, war,
and obvious destruction. In the
center of the destruction was a
huge cross. It was falling to
the ground. "
After a night of socializing and
singing with the Berliners, at the
Oktoberfest (which in Berlin occurs in September), I returned
to the Berlin Youth Hostel. There
I met another American who said,
that after many trials without
success, he had found the official
way to enter East Berlin, and
that it was actually quite easy.
I was very interested and even
more so as he mentioned some
of the things one could do in
East Berlin if by himself rather
than with the official East German bus tour.

Homecoming
It's great to have you back. Does it seem like
a new place — new buildings, faces, trends?
We've still got the same old problems — chapel attendance, closing hours, roommates, love
and war.
Maybe you'll notice that not everyone is
blond anymore. In fact, not everyone is white.
You'll have to tour the building changes on
campus. Be sure to look over the maze of new
dorms, as well as the completely new interior
of Graves. While you're in the Van Zoeren library, try not to knock over any potted plants.

Really, except for these exterior changes
and growth, things have been pretty normal.
The sophomores won, the football team hasn't
(much), the College Bowl team didn't, and
who knows about the floating napkin chaos
tomorrow.
There's still the last minute flurry for floats
and decorations to be done, and the excitement
and color of the coronation, game, and dance.
Amid all of this activity, old friendships will be
rekindled, old places revisited, and old hopes
revitalized.

Friday, October 12
Judging of house decorations,
4:00 and 8:00 p.m.
Open house at Graves hall,
7:00 — 9:00 p.m.
Saturday, October 13
Sorority and fraternity breakfasts
Parade of floats, 8th Street,
10:30 a.m.
Sorority and fraternity luncheons
H Club Luncheon, 12:00
Mrs. Lubbers' Luncheon f o r
out-of-town H-Club wives
who did not attend Hope
Hope vs. Olivet, Riverview
Park, 2:00 p.m.
Open house in all residences,
4:00 — 7:00 p.m.
Mortar Board (Alcor) Alumnae
Tea, Gilmore Cottage, after
game
"Moments to Remember",
Homecoming Ball, Civic Center, 8:30 p.m.
Open House in Graves Hall,
7:00 — 9:00 p.m.
Department reunions, 7:00 —
9:00 p.m.
Sunday, October 14
Homecoming Vespers, Dimnent
Memorial Chapel, 3:00 p.m.

Brute Competition
Two events last weekend illustrate professionalism at its zenith while still in the
amateur tradition. Thoughts on the College
Bowl and the Pull will illustrate the point.
Reactions to the College Bowl team's loss
last weekend to Lafayette College fell into
two categories:
1) Those who condemned the team f o r its
humiliating loss and are always good hindsight
quarterbacks now know four students who are
superior to the ones that appeared for Hope.
And . . .
2) Those who had sympathy for the team
realized the frightening values our society
places on competition as opposed to the idea
of gathering knowledge f o r enjoyment. This
idea is personified in the "gentleman scholar."
The first category is correct when they wlah
that Hope had made a better appearance. But
as far as better qualified representatives are
concerned, there will always be Monday morning quarterbacks, it seems. If their foresight
were as good as their hindsight those who are
talking and joking the most should have taken
the opportunity themselves to do this something adventurious. But they did not. In total,
this view is win and we are for you, lose and
we knew you could not do it.
On the other hand, the second group does
not react to the guilt of the loss the same way
the first does. Even if they do feel guilty and
have a desire to condemn, they realize competition is not important. After all, they say,
Hope college is concerned with turning out
students who are well versed in many subjects
and can speak with intelligence and authority

on them. This is the idea of the gentleman
scholar.
The condemnation should not be so much of
competition, but condemnation of the professionalism. One of the reasons Lafayette was so
superior was the amount of time they had
spent preparing f o r the contest. Their coach
said that the boys had spent most of the time
preparing with no obligations to attend classes.
In contrast the Hope team practiced 45 minutes, five days a week, for the last month in
preparation.
As an example of an event that used to be
done for fun but has progressively become
professional in preparation and intent is the
frosh-soph pull. It has come to the point where
men rather go out for the pull than the football team and work and condition as much, if
not more, than the football squad. Next year
some clever person will set up stands on either
side of the river and sell tickets. People still
have fun participating in and watching the
pull, but the kind of fun has changed from one
of enjoyment to that of pure competition.

Weekend
Weather

The College Bowl team practiced with the
idea of competing in an amateur, not a profesional, sense. They were enjoying themselves
most and were the most relaxed Sunday when
they realized that it did not matter if they won
or lost. At the practice session they lost only
270 to 180.
There is no excuse for the showing of the
Hope College Bowl team, but also, there is
something more and even greater to knowledge
and life than winning in competition.

U.S. Weather Bureau, Grand
Rapids—Temperatures will average slightly above normal for
most of the weekend. Normal
high is 59-64; normal low is 37-45.
One-half inch of precipitation in
scattered showers is • expected
over the weekend, with cooler
weather likely to begin Sunday
or Monday.
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He pulled out a copy of the
American newspaper, The Worker. In it was an article describing
a film which was being shown
daily a t the Youth Center in East
Berlin. The film Shaut-an diese
Stadt, a documentary of the Berlin situation since the war, was
hailed by The Worker's editorial
staff as the first truly objective
documentation of the Berlin crisis. Enthusiastic about the possibility of opening my eyes to the
"other viewpoint", I made plans
to go into East Berlin on the
following morning. West Berlin
had been both wonderful and sad.
I was anxious to see what the
eastern sector would be like.
(Next week: East Berlin and a
movie.)

Coming
Events
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Hope College Anchor

Sport Shorts
Hope College is using a new
conditioning technique during
football practice this year. Since
the beginning of the season, the
football team has been doing
functional isometric contractions
rather than the usual daily calisthenics. A contraction is done
by exerting one's total effort

Special List of
Football Alumni
For Homecoming
On this Homecoming week-end,
the sports staff thought that it
would be appropriate and interesting to compile a list of those
Alumni who continued to stay
in direct contact with football
a f t e r their college days. With
the help of the Alumni Office,
the following list has been campiled with the intent of being as
complete and inclusive as possible:
Bauman, Kenneth '54 - Hudsonville, Michigan.
Bieri, Arthur '56 - Lowell,
Michigan.
Boeve, Gerald '59 - Royal Oak,
Michigan.
Boeve, Ted '49 - Holland, Michigan.
Borr, Roger '58 - Grand Rapids (Kentwood), Michigan.
Boss, Paul '55 - Santa Ana,
California.
Boyink, Donald '61 - North
Muskegon, Michigan.
Collins, Robert '50 - Grand
Rapids (Ottawa Hills), Michigan.
Cornell, Ralph '49 - Dearborn
(Edsel Ford), Michigan.
Damson, Elward '34 - Holland,
Michigan.
Decker, Kenneth '51 - Chebanse, Illinois.
Grissen, Delwin '58 - Holland,
Michigan.
Grotters, Jerry '52 - Zeeland,
Michigan.
Hendrickson, Robert '55 Grand Rapids (Ottawa Hills),
Michigan.
Higgs, Richard '48-St. Joseph,
Michigan.
Hollander, John '56 - Belding,
Michigan.
Jacobson, Gerald '54 - Whitehall, Michigan.
Jelters, John '58 - Grand Rapids, Michigan.
Kempker, David '54 - Hudsonville, Michigan.
Korstange, Dordon '36 - Bellevue, Michigan.
Maatman, Herbert '50 - West
Ottawa, Michigan.
Morgan, Elmer '42 - Clinton,
New York.
Nyenhuis, Gene '52 - Grand
Rapids (Godwin), Michigan.
Piersma, Donald '54 - Holland,
Michigan.
Post, Ernie '56 - Juniata College.
Roon, Peter '63 - Holland,
Michigan.
Schipper, Ronald '53 - Holland,
Michigan.
Schipper, Ronald '52 - Central
College, Pella, Iowa.
Schniling, Norman '54 - Comstock Park, Michigan.
Selover, Carl '50 - Holland,
Michigan.
St. Anbin, David '57 - Coldwater, Michigan.
Teusink, Dwayne *58 - Grand
Rapids (Lee), Michigan.
Van Ingen, Donald '51-Northville, Michigan.
Vandenburg, John '61 - F r e mont, Michigan.
Visser, Robert '54 - Plymouth,
Michigan.
Wetherbee, Ronald '54 - West
Ottawa, Michigan.
Wiegerink, Paul *58 - Grand
Rapids (Lee), Michigan.
Woodcock, David '58 - Romulus, Michigan.
York,* Donald '55 - Fenton,
Fenton, Michigan.

against an immovable object for
8-12 seconds.
Ralph Cornell, a former Hope
football player and presently
coach at Dearborn Edsel Ford,
explained the isometric contractions at a Hope College football
clinic late this summer. Hope
coaches picked up the idea, pointing out that isometric contraction
enables one to develop specific
muscles which need strengthening for a particular sport.
In the October 8 issue of Sports
Illustrated, the article "The New
Rage to Win", briefly discusses
how Kentucky football coach
Charlie Bradshaw has his players do isometric contractions after hard football practice.

For those of you who are close
readers last week's anchor pull
story listed only 17 men for the
sophomore squad. The missing
name was Roy Stanvanger's who
was very much present in the
first hole on the sophomore side
for the over two-hour marathon.

Olivet Opponent For Homecoming Game
by Dave Bach
"We had the candy in our pockets and then had it stolen." These
were the words of Olivet College's
head football coach, Stuart Parsell, concerning his team's 21-14
loss to Adrian College last weekend. Adrian overcame a 14-0
halftime deficit with three touchdowns in the last half to defeat
Olivet.
The loss was Olivet's first of
the year, having earlier compiled
three non- conference victories.
In concluding our telephone conversation Olivet's coach Parsell
added that his team would come
to Hope chagrined, but quietly
aggressive.
Last year proved to be the
most successful one for Olivet
in recent years. Comet followers
watched their team roll up an
8 win - 1 loss record overall and
a 4 win - 1 loss MIAA record.
The lone loss of the season was
to MIAA champion Albion, 13-0.
On the strength of their fine
showing, coach Stu Parcell was
named "Coach of the Year" by
the members
of
Michigan's
coaching fraternity and three
members of the team, Larry
Spencer, Tom Nesbitt. and Bill
Peddler gained All-State recog-

nition.
Last year the Comets beat
Hope for the first time in eight
years 20-8. Olivet's win was
costly, however, because quarterback Dave Cutler suffered a broken ankle which sidelined him for
the rest of the season. Olivet's
center, Bill Cassidy, was also
injured in the game.
This year, the Olivet Comets
are "on paper" even stronger
than last year's team. Nineteen
lettermen returned to the team
with enough experience to fill 18
of the 22 positions available on

the offensive and defensive units.
Among these returning lettermen
are captain Larry Spencer, halfback Tom Nesbitt and quarterback Dave Cutler.
Besides the players mentioned
above, Coach Parsell is counting
heavily on tackle Ron Mitchell,
flankerback Larry Melendy, defensive halfback Charlie Brown
and split end Bill Smith who returns to the line-up after a year
of inactive duty due to a knee
injury. During his sophomore
year Smith was the leading pass
received in the MIAA.

H-Club To Hold Annual Meeting
Tomorrow noon the Hope College Alumni H-Club will hold its
annual banquet and business
meeting in the Juliana Room of
Durfee Hall. According to H-Club
president Gordon Timmerman,
between 175-200 members will
attend.
Traditionally, college
president Dr. Irwin J. Lubbers,
head football coach Russ DeVette
and athletic director Gordon Brewer participate in the informal
program held a f t e r the banquet.
President Timmerman from
Coopersville, Michigan, indicated that this is an event which

aL

all H-Club members look forportunity for the lettermen of
Hope College to share experiences and renew friendships.
Although the noon of Homecoming Day is the only time the
Club meets as a whole, its board
of directors meets four times
each year. Board members are
elected for three year terms. Presently, the board members are
Harvey Butler, Dr. Otto VandeVelde, Seymour Padnos, Rein
Visscher, A1 Vanderbush, Gordon
Brewer, and Ron Schipper. From
this board H-Club officers are
elected f o r one year terms. This
year's officers are Gordon Timmerman, president; KennethHonliolp, vice-president; HarryKoop,
secretary; and Henry Steffens,
treasurer. At the banquet tomorrow noon two nefcv board
members will be elected from
among the following: Howard
Bruggers, John Schier, Gordon
Vanhoeven, and David Kempker.
Mrs. Irwin Lubbers will hold
a noon luncheon at her residence
for the wives of the H-Club members.

Record Set
In Annual
Frosh Soph Poll
r

CONGESTION—During a recent game at Wheaton College a Hope back cracks the line.

Hope Scores First But Loses To Kazoo
by Ron Mulder
Kalamazoo College crushed
Hope 41-22 last Saturday before
1,500 fans in Kazoo's Angell Field
in the MIAA opener for both
schools.
Hope scored first, but the Hornets scored six times before the
Dutch scored again. Hope was
able to add two touchdowns after
the game was decided.
Jim Bekkering, Hope's breakaway halfback, scored on a five
yard off-tackle plunge for Hope's
first touchdown after defensive
ace Ken Quakkelaar had inter-

cepted a Kalamazoo pass on the
Hornet 30 and returned it to
the 14. Neil Goodrich's conversion was wide and the Dutch took
an early 60- lead.
Then Jim Harkema, the Kalamazoo quarterback, went to
work and quickly threw his first
of three touchdown passes. This
and another touchdown drive
gave Kalamazoo a 14-6 half-time
lead. Harkema passed for two
third period touchdowns and the
Hornets added a third on a oneyard plunge by Don TeDuc.
This made the score 34-6 as

Hope For New Course Record
With an eye toward a new
course record, Hope's harriers
will battle Olivet College here
Saturday morning at 11:00 a.m.
on the new athletic field.
The recently laid out four mile
course has been run at t h a t distance only once. The wiimer and
record holder is Bill Harbeck of
Valparaiso. The Flying Dutchmen will press that record of
23:: 23 tomorrow morning led by
Dirck DeVelder, Vern Sterk, and
John Nyboer.
Hope beat the Olivet runners
last year by a large margin, and
will try to repeat the performance in this week's competition.

It will mark Hope's second MIAA
meet of the season.
The Flying Dutchmen broke
even last week in the double dual
meets by winning one and losing
one. In the Hope-Aquinas contest, the Blue and Orange trampled the opposition by the score
of 25-33.
Hope succumbed to a tough
Kalamazoo team on the side of
the ledger by a margin of 16-44.
The first five runners for Hope
in the order of finish were Dirck
DeVelder, Vern Sterk, John Nyboer, Glen Van Wieren, and A1
Hoffman.

the fourth period opened. Midway in the fourth period, Hope's
senior quarterback, Don Mitchell,
hit Bill Hultgren with a 26 yard
touchdown pass and then hit end
Jon Schoon for the two point
conversion. Bill Keur then scored Hope's final tally on a oneyard smash capping a 95-yard
touchdown drive started when
Rog Abel intercepted a Kazoo
pass on the Dutch five yard line.
Mitchell, passing again, sparked
this drive with a 26 yarder to
Schoon being the big gainer. Hope
once more was successful on the
two-point conversion and the
score was 34-22. Kazoo scored a
final touchdown in the fleeting
seconds of the game making the
final score 41-22.
Hope played a good offensive
game by neting 136 yards rushing and 132 yards passing. Mitchell led the passing game with
5 out of 11 for 94 yards while
Bekkering paced the ground attack with 74 yards in nine tries.
Freshman Bob Shantz did a creditable job in the punting department, averaging 37 yards in six
tries.
The loss -was Hope's third
straight in four starts, but the
Dutch will t r y to remedy this
Saturday at they host Olivet a t
2 p.m. in the annual Homecoming
game.

by Dave Grissen
After pulling for two hours,
37 minutes and 20 seconds, the
sophomore pull team dragged the
freshmen into Black River last
Friday night at 7:23 p.m. The
time was a new Hope College pull
record.
The freshmen came only seven
minutes away from gaining a
"draw," because the judges had
set a deadline for 7:30 p.m. The
sophomore -victory came in the
midst of darkness which hindered both teams from seeing their
coxswain.
The sophomores used single,
fast, hard heaves with a counter
heave throughout the pull. The
freshmen, on the other hand,
used a series of heaves in addition to single heaves.
The
freshmen also tried a few full
heaves without any success.
At the beginning of the pull
the freshmen took some rope,
but then, inch by inch, the sophomores consistently took rope for
the rest of the pull. After the
freshmen had lost considerable
rope, their strategy changed to
holding the rope, thereby retaining what they did have left. The
freshmen's success in "holding
their own" caused the pull to
last well over the usual 1-1%
hour limit.
Dave Fugazatto, chairman of
the pull committee, accounted
f o r the duration of the pull by
noting the great spirit of both
teams. Dave said that he felt
this year's pull was better than
any one in previous years.
The coxswains directing the
rhythm and embodying the spirit
of each team, were John Koebel
for the freshmen and Dave Fugazatto f o r the sophomores.
At the Pull Dance the following Saturday evening at the Civic
Center, both teams were congratulated on their fine recordbreaking performance.
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